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Microsoft Azure Peering Service 
Background – Internet Access to Cloud 
 
Due to various reasons there is an increasing demand from customers to access Microsoft Cloud using public IP addresses and Internet. 
Some of the use cases where this trend is more prevalent are 

 Microsoft SaaS e.g. O365 
 Remote site access to Azure. The number of eyeballs is less in these sites or it’s cost prohibitive to use private WAN. The 

preferred way is to create an IPsec VPN tunnel over the Internet to access Azure.  
 Branch offices using internet to connect to the cloud 

 

Ideal Connectivity to Microsoft over Internet 
 
The primary goal when connecting to Microsoft Cloud should be to minimize latency by reducing the round-trip time (RTT) from a user 
site to the Microsoft Global Network, which is Microsoft’s public network backbone that interconnects all of Microsoft's datacenters and 
multiple cloud application entry points. 

 
Figure 1. Microsoft Global WAN 

 
Microsoft Global Network has edge locations around the world where it can connect to an end-user via its service provider (SP). 
Microsoft Global Network will do the optimal routing of end-user’s traffic to DCs where their application is located. Further, Microsoft 
SaaS application such as O365 maintains a highly distributed service front door that are scaled out across more than one hundred 
locations worldwide. The best user experience is achieved by allowing the end-user to connect to Microsoft Cloud at an edge location 
which is the closest to the end-user.  
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Figure 2. Distributed connectivity to Microsoft Cloud 

In Figure 2 a customer has two sites at two different locations. For the most optimal experience the customer would connect their sites 
to Microsoft Global Network via their SP at the closet Microsoft edge location to each site. 

What Is Microsoft Azure Peering Service 
 
Microsoft Azure Peering Service (MAPS) is a partnership program with key service providers to provide best-in-class public Internet 
connectivity to their enterprise users. Partners (ISPs) who are part of the program will have direct, highly available, geo-redundant 
connections and optimized routing to Microsoft. MAPS is an addition to the Microsoft connectivity portfolio: 

 ExpressRoute for private L2 or L3 IPVPN connectivity to IaaS or PaaS resources (support for private IP space) 
o Partner based connectivity  
o Direct 100G connectivity to Microsoft in a carrier hotel 

 IPSEC over the Internet for VPN connectivity to the cloud (Up to 20Gbps) 
 SDWAN connectivity with up to 1000 tunnels to Azure via Azure Virtual WAN 
 MAPS for best-in-class enterprise access to the cloud over the public Internet. The target segment will be SaaS connectivity, 

SD-WAN customers willing to do internet breakout at the branch and any customers having a dual strategy MPLS and 
enterprise-grade Internet. 

 

 
Figure 3. MAPS: A scale-out Internet Access to Microsoft 

 
Key customer features 

 Best Internet routing to Microsoft Cloud Services to achieve optimal performance 
 Traffic insight such as latency, throughput, packet loss for last mile, mid mile and first mile connectivity  
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 Route analytics and statistics. Events for route leak/hijack detection or non-optimal routing 
 SLA on network-availability and packet-delivery on its network (TBD) 

 
Behind the scene 

 The service provider will provide 
o Connectivity to Microsoft Cloud at a location nearest to user. A partner SP will route user traffic to Microsoft edge 

closest to user. Similarly, on traffic towards the user, Microsoft will route traffic (using BGP tag) to the edge location 
closest to the user and SP will deliver the traffic to the user. 

o SP will maintain high available (port redundant), high throughput (PNI as opposed to public exchange peering) geo-
redundant connectivity with Microsoft Global Network.  

 Microsoft will provide 
o Traffic prioritization over its global network 
o Traffic insights and route analytics 

 
 
By selecting MAPS, an end-user is selecting an SP which is well connected to Microsoft through high capacity connections. These high 
capacity connections are optimized for high throughput, better latency and at an edge location that is close to the user. Moreover, this 
high capacity connections are engineered for High Availability (HA) which is necessary for SLA.  
 

A Platform for ISP to build public IP connectivity to Microsoft 
 

 
Figure 4. A platform to build public IP connectivity to Microsoft 

MAPS provides a platform from service providers to build their public IP connectivity products and solutions to Microsoft. The following 
are some of the key benefits to ISPs from the partnership with Microsoft. 

 Market existing peering investment with Microsoft: - Several carriers already have PNIs (private network interconnect) with 
Microsoft at several locations throughout the world. Microsoft customers seek ISPs that have substantial peering relationship 
with Microsoft so that they get high throughput and low latency connectivity to Microsoft. Carriers can highlight this 
investment with Microsoft to customers and offer enterprise grade connectivity to Microsoft.  

 Bundle with managed SD-WAN: - Several carriers are offering or planning to offer managed SD-WAN services to enterprise 
customers. MAPS aims to provide a SLA based Public IP with a higher assurance to Microsoft users. MAPS complements the 
SD-WAN value proposition of using internet for business-critical applications by strengthening the public path to Microsoft. 

 Differentiate IP services: - Several carriers are planning to differentiate their IP services as applications migrate to public 
cloud and internet becomes the preferred way for some of these use cases. Moreover, a global enterprise with multiple branch 
locations is seeking for simplified service experience. A carrier can offer roll-in the best practices, service, and other value add 
optimizations The value of such carrier offering can be future enhanced by combining with MAPS connectivity to Microsoft.  

 
The possibilities are endless. Carriers can take the optimal public IP connectivity mechanism to Microsoft and build upon it or bundle 
with their existing products and services. 
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Key Technical requirement for partnership 
What Why 

Partner MUST establish 1:1 connection in a metro. Each connection needs to originate from 
different device.  

Provide local redundancy 

Partner MUST establish peering with Microsoft at multiple metro (locations).  Provide geo redundancy 

In case a partner-Microsoft interconnect node goes down the partner MUST the traffic to 
Microsoft through alternate sites  

Provide geo redundancy 

partner MUST provide a BGP community tag indicating the routes belong to Peering Service traffic Identify MAPS traffic and provide route 
optimization 

partner MAY provide BW guarantee or QoS through their network for Peering Service traffic Strengthens the Peering Service offering 

MAPS MUST be supported through PNI (as opposed to Internet exchange peering) Required for SLA and high throughput 

Partner SHOULD connect customers to the nearest possible Microsoft edge Latency optimization 

 

Conclusion 
MAPS goal is to provide enterprise grade internet to its customers by partnering with key SPs. For carriers it’s a platform to build IP 
connectivity products and services. If a carrier already has well established connectivity with Microsoft, then by entering the partnership 
it can highlight its existing investments to its customers and differentiate from competition.   

FAQ 
Q0: Who are the target customers? 
A0. Enterprises who connect to Microsoft Cloud using Internet as transport.  

Q1: How can customers enable MAPS? 
A1.  
 

1. Customer does pre-sales research and selects a carrier on business and operational needs 
2. Customer buys/enables the right service from partner 
3. Customer notifies Microsoft of carrier selection and signs up for MAPS 
4. Microsoft and partner work together to turn on end-to-end service for the customer 

 Customer can select a globally preferred ISP. Whenever that ISP is qualified as a MAPS partner for a given geographical 
region, Microsoft and ISP will automatically turn MAPS service for the customer sites in that region. 

 Additionally, customer can overwrite and optimize MAPS ISP per geographical region.  
 Customer can signup for MAPS using two or more ISP in any geographical region. In such cases customer will buy 

internet-service from these ISPs.   

Q2. From ISP perspective, what is the benefit for selling Microsoft MAPS to customer? 
A2. For starters if a carrier already has PNI with Microsoft then they can highlight this investment and start monetizing it for use cases 
such as O365 access, branch office connectivity to Microsoft etc. Next, carrier can use this to build IP connectivity product and services. 
For example carrier can bundle their SD-WAN services, their virtualized DMZ, UTM, etc. 

Q3. From customer perspective, what is the benefit for buying Microsoft MAPS from ISP? 
A3. The number one, benefit for customer is that they are assured that they are accessing Microsoft using a carrier which has well 
established connectivity with Microsoft and the carrier is following Microsoft connectivity guidelines. Many times customer request us 
to recommend carriers, or in some cases they request to peer directly. Peering directly has risk to both customer network and to 
Microsoft. By choosing a MAPS partner they are assured that they are choosing market leaders in their region.  
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Q4: What is the billing model? 
A4.  
 

• Partner ISP 
• Partner bills customer for their product and service 

• Microsoft 
• Microsoft bills customer for their products and service 
• Networking data transfer bill 
• There is no networking data transfer bill for Microsoft SaaS (e.g. O365) 

 
 
Q5: The ISP already offers SLA and enterprise grade Internet – how is this offering different? 
A5. Some ISP offer SLA and enterprise grade Internet on their part of the network. In MAPS, Microsoft will offer SLA offer traffic on 
Microsoft part of the network. By selecting MAPS customer will get end-to-end SLA. SLA from their site to Microsoft edge on ISP 
network can be covered by the ISP. SLA in Microsoft Global Network from Microsoft edge to end user’s application is now covered by 
Microsoft.    
 
Q6. What sort of SLA Microsoft is planning to offer? 
A6.  

 Network availability – 99.95% 
 Packet delivery guarantee – 99.9% 

Service credits can be used towards Azure Internet egress data transfer.  
 

Q7. When is Microsoft planning to offer SLA? 
A7. Microsoft plans to offer SLA post GA. 
 
Q8. Can a customer select unique ISP for their sites per geographical region? 
A8. Yes, customer can do so. They can select the ISP per region that suits their business and operational needs.  
 
Q9. Can a customer have more than one ISP as part of MAPS connectivity for a site? 
A9. Yes. The customer must buy internet connectivity from these ISPs. 
  
Q10. Can a carrier using their existing PNIs with Microsoft to support MAPS? 
A10.  Yes, a carrier can leverage its existing PNI to support MAPS service. A MAPS PNI requires diversity to support HA. If existing PNI 
already has diversity, then no new infrastructure is required. If existing PNI needs diversity, then it can be augmented. 
 
Q11. Can a carrier use new PNI with Microsoft to support MAPS? 
A11. Yes, that also possible. Microsoft will work with Carrier to create new PNIs to support MAPS.   
 
Q12. What are the diversity requirements on a PNI to support MAPS? 
A12. A PNI must support local-redundancy and geo-redundancy. Local-redundancy is defined as two diverse set of paths in a particular 
peering site. Figure 5 provides the details. Geo-redundancy requires that Carrier has additional connectivity at a different Microsoft 
edge site in case the primary site fails. Figure 6 provides an example of Geo-redundancy. In case connectivity at site A fails, the carrier 
can carry the MAPS traffic to Microsoft through site B or C. For the short failure duration carrier can route traffic through site B and C. 
Although there might be a latency degradation but connectivity with the users will be alive. 
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Figure 5. Local-redundancy 

 
Figure 6. Example of Geo-redundancy 

Q13. What is the difference Internet peering and Microsoft MAPS? 
A13. MAPS is a service that intends to provide enterprise grade public IP connectivity to Microsoft for its enterprise customers. 
Enterprise grade Internet includes SLA, connectivity through ISPs that have high throughput pipes to Microsoft and redundancy for a 
HA connectivity. Additionally, user traffic is optimized for latency to the nearest Microsoft edge. MAPS builds on peering connectivity 
with partner carrier. The peering connectivity with partner must be PNI as opposed to public peering. PNI must have local and geo-
redundancy. More on local and geo-redundancy is explained in the document. 
 
Q14. Why is PNI a requirement to support MAPS? 
A14. One of primary drivers behind MAPS is to provide connectivity to Microsoft online services through a well-connected SP. The 
throughput of public peering connectivity between a carrier and Microsoft can be as low as in mbps range. However, PNI are always in 
gbps range and hence a fundamental building block for high throughput connectivity between carrier and Microsoft. Moreover, public 
peering involves a shared connectivity which is the IX (internet exchange) fabric. The shared connectivity makes the SLA model more 
difficult and is also less secure as one more additional network is involved between customer and Microsoft.   
 
Q14. If a service provider already peers with Microsoft using PNI then what kind of changes are required to support MAPS? 
A14.  

 Software changes to identify a MAPS user and its traffic. May require routing policy changes to exchange a user’s traffic at the 
nearest Microsoft edge through MAPS connectivity. 

 Ensure the connectivity has local-redundancy as described in Figure 5 and geo-redundancy as described in Figure 6. 
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